HOW TO

Hollywood Waves
Long Barrel Curling Iron 1”

This versatile wave technique can be dressed up for a night out or add glam to an everyday style.

STEP 1
Detangle hair, then starting from back of head, separate a large section and clip remaining hair up.

STEP 2
Using the Bio Ionic® Long Barrel Curling Iron 1”, wrap hair around barrel and heat thoroughly.

STEP 3
Allow curled sections to hang as they cool for a looser, longer curl. Alternate each curl’s direction by rotating iron in opposite directions, left or right.

STEP 4
On the sides, continue with large sections moving upwards towards top of head. Continue alternating curl direction.

STEP 5
After heating the side sections, gently stretch curls by slightly pulling down on the ends as the section cools to preserve length.

STEP 6
Rake hair with fingers for a relaxed look or brush curls for a glamorous look.

Information provided by Bio Ionic®